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1. Introduction 
 
The Working Group’s last quarterly Meeting was held at Westbury-on-Trym Academy in 
mid-January. Notes of the Meeting have been circulated to all attendees and can also 
be viewed on the NP’s website (www.activenp.co.uk). 
 
2. Greater Bristol Bus Network (GBBN) 
 
Nothing has changed! This is what was reported to the last NP in December: “The 
debate has continued as to the efficacy of the GBBN bus lane on the approach to the 
White Tree Roundabout. At last year’s June NP Meeting [2014], the Area Manager 
(Highways) took an Action to produce a “draft monitoring plan” to review the current 
situation. We continue to await the results of the monitoring survey (reportedly 
completed a year ago, before the 2014 Christmas school holiday period) and, more 
importantly, any interpretation ascribed to the survey results. At the March NP Meeting 
[2015], the Area Manager (Highways) took an Action to present the results to the June 
NP but no update was provided”. 
 
3. Cribbs/Patchway New Neighbourhood (CPNN) 
 
After a year of near-silence from BCC’s Transport Development Team, information 
appears, at last, to be dribbling down to Stakeholders. BCC’s proposals for mitigating 
the effects of the CPNN development on the transport infrastructure in north Bristol 
were due to be given to north Bristol councillors and selected NP Reps at a briefing in 
late February. Unfortunately, this briefing was scheduled after the deadline for 
compiling this Report and, therefore, a verbal update will be given to the NP on 
7 March. 
 
4. Minor Traffic Schemes 
 
Attachment 1 (“Open Highway Issues”) includes details of all the schemes that are 
currently in progress, as well as those schemes that could, eventually, be prioritised for 
funding as minor traffic schemes in our NP area. The Attachment also includes details 
of the 11 schemes that could be centrally-funded as a result of the CPNN Mitigation 
Review. 
 
4.1 Recent Scheme Consultations 
 
Park Grove Pedestrian Improvements (H118) - There were 82 responses to the 
recent Public Consultation, mainly objecting to the proposal to ban southbound 
vehicular entry into Park Grove (from Springfield Grove). Publication of the results and 
revised proposals are currently dependant on the availability of Highways’ resources 
(estimated scheme completion, September 2016). 
Coldharbour Road Zebra Crossing (H125) - revised scheme currently being worked-
up, prior to publishing final proposals. However, the scheme is now to be delivered as 
part of a larger Cycling Ambition Fund scheme. Estimated completion: May 2016. 
Shirehampton Road Zebra Crossing (S117) - There were 36 responses to the initial 
consultation and a large number had suggested an alternative location. The alternative 
location, nearer Queen’s Gate, has now been rejected following a second consultation 
and the Crossing will be installed at the location proposed originally. The scheme also 
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includes improvements to the mini-roundabout at the top of Druid Hill (S119). Estimated 
scheme completion: September 2016.  
Southmead Road Zebra Crossing (W117) - Following a second consultation, the 
crossing will now be located near Kelston Road. Estimated completion: May 2016. 
Westbury Parking Review (W136 etc) – There were 117 responses to last year’s 
Public Consultation. These are currently being reviewed and proposals should be 
published by the end of February 2016. Scheme completion: September 2016. 
 
4.2 Proposed Minor Works Projects 
 
Following the recent guidelines issued by the Area Manager (Highways), the following 
four projects have been classified as outside the constraints of the current city-wide 
diktat of “one minor traffic scheme per year (per NP)” and are being funded from the 
NP’s minor traffic schemes budget: 
(1) Exit From Tesco Site on Henleaze Road (H115) – Highways recently published a 
Feasibility Study (RS12058) which covered possible safety improvements - including 
the provision of bollards and additional white lining. A further option for a major junction 
realignment at a cost of approx £10k, could be reconsidered at a later date, if deemed 
necessary but would constitute a “minor traffic scheme” for NP prioritisation. Funding 
for the installation of the bollards was sanctioned by the Neighbourhood Committee at 
the last NP in December and work should be completed by the end of March. 
(2) Westbury Road (W138) - Inconsiderate parking and damage to the grass verge 
continues to be a problem, even though disputed footway ownership has recently been 
resolved. The NP’s Environment Group will consider planting additional street trees at 
some time in the future but, in the short term, the installation of some street bollards 
was sanctioned by the Neighbourhood Committee at the last NP in December and work 
should be completed by the end of March. 
(3) Eastfield Road Footway Realignment (W109A) – this work was sanctioned by the 
Neighbourhood Committee at the last NP in December and work should be completed 
by the end of April. 
(4) North View Bus Stop Relocation (H138) – The Taxi trade are not against the 
current taxi rank being removed from outside Henleaze Library and, therefore, 
relocation of the current in-bound North View bus stop to this site is viable, subject to 
local consultation and the requisite funding. In the first instance, the Neighbourhood 
Committee sanctioned funding for the design and subsequent local consultation at the 
last NP in December, prior to committing to any further funding. 
 
4.3 Other Minor Traffic Schemes/Open Issues 
 
(1) Westbury Park (H136) - feedback from the recent Redland RPZ Review is currently 
awaited, as this could have a major influence on any proposals to amend the current 
traffic arrangements for Westbury Park (the road). 
(2) Wellington Hill West Zebra Crossing (H137) - joint funding of £10k from NP3 and 
NP4 has facilitated the provision of LED halos on the Belisha Beacons (completed) and 
anti-skid surfacing on the approaches to the crossing. However, scheduling the 
application of the anti-skid surfacing is subject to review - as a result of the 2016/17 
road resurfacing programme in the area. 
(3) Parking Provision at Sea Mills Station (S122) - the use of the former prefab site 
to provide a car park was discussed with The Mayor during his visit to NP3 in January. 
However, current advice from BCC’s Historic Environment Officer is that, as the area is 
part of the Scheduled Monument of the Roman town of Abona, any works within this 
area would require scheduled monument consent from Historic England. Furthermore, 
any proposals for a car park on nearby green space would require Planning Permission 
that was likely be rejected, as creating a car park in this area would have a negative 
impact on the character of the Conservation Area, as defined in the Sea Mills 
Conservation Area Character Appraisal. 



(4) Chock Lane (W114A) - installation of 3 over-runnable chicanes and high-viz red 
surfacing on parts of the highway was completed late last year as part of a traffic-
calming scheme. Subsequently, the NP brokered a site meeting between Chock Lane 
residents and Highways’ engineers to discuss some residents’ concerns with the 
standard of the workmanship and the efficacy of the recent installations - plus the 
residents’ aspirations for additional measures. At the Meeting, the NP was represented 
by Cllr Alastair Watson. Highways will now report-back to residents and the NP on any 
additional practical works that could be considered for funding by the NP. 
(5) Coldharbour Road Zebra Crossing, near St Albans Road (H140) – various 
safety concerns have been raised about this particular Zebra Crossing – including 
visibility and the number of near-misses with vehicles not stopping. As a short-term 
practical expedient, the Transport WG has recommended the installation of LED halos 
on the Belisha Beacons, to improve driver-awareness for vehicles approaching the 
crossing. However, as the crossing straddles the NP boundary, the proposals would 
need to be jointly funded with the Bishopston, Cotham & Redland (BCR) NP. 
Therefore, the NP3 Neighbourhood Committee is requested to sanction £2k from NP3’s 
devolved funds for this “minor works” project - subject to £2k by way of match-funding 
from BCR. 
(6) Stoke Road (S105) – proposals to widen Stoke Road have been “on hold” for 
several years, pending the implementation of the long-awaited parking review for The 
Downs area. Notwithstanding the parking problems that have arisen in some local 
roads as a result of the “unintended consequences” of the new parking restrictions, 
Stoke Road itself appears to be operating satisfactorily for all road users – in particular 
busses and other large vehicles. Addressing the “unintended consequences” in Parry’s 
Lane and Stoke Park Road etc will be covered in BCC’s Post-scheme Review – carried 
out after a minimum period of six months, ie July 2016 at the earliest. 
(7) Devolved Section 106 Monies (ZCD 967) – proposals for a new upgraded in-
bound bus stop on Henleaze Road (near Rockside Drive) are currently awaiting final 
approval. 
(8) Henleaze Parking Review – a comprehensive Parking Review in Henleaze (to 
include H127 – H132 plus H135 and H139) and the subsequent implementation of any 
proposed changes, was sanctioned by the Neighbourhood Committee in June 2014 as 
the NP’s “one scheme per year” for 2016/17. The Neighbourhood Committee 
subsequently reconfirmed this as the prioritised Scheme for 2016/17 at the last 
Partnership Meeting in December 2015. 
 
5. BCC’s “Traffic Choices” Website 
(www.trafficchoices.co.uk/bristol-neighbourhood-partnerships.shtml). 
 
There is a facility within BCC’s Traffic Choices website for members of the public to 
directly submit their own proposals for traffic improvement schemes. Whilst the website 
suggests that such issues should first be raised at the NP’s local Forum Meetings, 
there is no absolute obligation to do so. The potential shortcomings of the Traffic 
Choices process were brought to the attention of the NP at last December’s Meeting. In 
particular, this highlighted the sketchy quality of some of the submissions and a 
process which may give the false impression that any proposals will be delivered upon 
receipt of the request!  
 
This new Traffic Choices process is in addition to our NP’s existing, well-established, 
process for managing traffic “issues”. However, Traffic Choices accepts any proposal 
whether it is viable or not and it also accepts any proposal whether it has public support 
or not. During the past 11 months, or so, 35 proposals have been added to the Traffic 
Choices database for our NP area and the number appears to be growing 
exponentially. 
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The apparent lack of a clear “process” for such submissions was debated again at the 
last Transport WG Meeting and the WG reconfirmed that it would be better if, in the first 
instance, the resident submitting the request should be invited to present their 
proposals to an Open Forum in the Ward concerned. This would provide an appropriate 
arena to canvass local opinion and, perhaps, garner support before being referred to 
the WG for scheme prioritisation at some time in the future. 
 
Accordingly, our Area Coordinator has agreed to invite the residents concerned to the 
next relevant Open Forum, to present their views for debate. Unfortunately, it was too 
late to instigate this proposal in time for the last round of Forum Meetings in February. 
 
Any viable projects with local support could be added to the NP’s existing register of 
Highway Issues and then considered for prioritisation and funding as part of the 
Transport WG’s normal process. Currently, the WG has over 60 projects on its register 
(Attachment 1) that are either: (a) in progress, (b) with funding approved but not yet 
started or (c) awaiting prioritisation and funding. Furthermore, there are more schemes 
than BCC can resource and there is a quota system limiting the NP to one scheme per 
year. However, there could be scope to consider some Traffic Choices submissions for 
funding as “minor woks” projects, outside of the one scheme per year diktat. 
 
6. Recommendations 
 
The Neighbourhood Partnership is requested to: 

 
1. Note again the lack of progress with publishing the results of the traffic survey that 

is a prelude to the possible removal of the remaining section of bus lane on the 
approach to the White Tree roundabout, or to justify its retention (Item 2, above). 
 

2. Note that after nearly a year of complete silence, BCC’s Transport Development 
Team are at last engaging with selected north Bristol Stakeholders on their 
proposals to mitigate the potential impact of additional traffic volumes on the A4018, 
arising from the Cribbs/Patchway New Neighbourhood (CPNN) (Item 3, above). 
 

3. Note that the parking problems in Parry’s Lane and Stoke Park Road etc, due to the 
“unintended consequences” of new parking restrictions on The Downs, will be 
addressed in the Post-scheme Review – carried out after a minimum period of six 
months (Item 4.3 (6), above). 
 

4. Note that a process is being developed whereby suggestions for traffic schemes 
received via BCC’s “Traffic Choices” website will be referred to the Neighbourhood 
Forums in order to canvass local opinion, prior to the Transport Working Group 
considering such schemes for prioritisation (Item 5, above). 
 

The Neighbourhood Committee is requested to: 
 
5. Approve expenditure of £2k from the NP’s Devolved Minor Traffic Schemes budget 

for the installation of high-viz LED halos at a Zebra Crossing on Coldharbour Road, 
as a “minor works” project. This is subject to £2k by way of match-funding from the 
Bishopston, Cotham & Redland NP (Item 4.3 (5), above). 
 
 
 

Alan Aburrow  
Chairman, Transport Working Group 
(17 February 2016) 
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